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        Photo Contributed 

 
Former BIG Little Science Centre volunteer (2000-2006) Ross Churchley, constructing pan pipes at 
Perimeter Institute's International Summer School for Young Physicists in Waterloo, about 8 years ago. 
("University of Waterloo dorms supplied us with a flat of water bottles during ISSYP, so I decided to drink 
them down to eight different water levels to form a major scale.")  Story page 4.    
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BBBIIIGGGSSSccciiieeennnccceee   
This Newsletter is a publication of BIG Little Science Centre Society Box 882 Station Main Kamloops BC V2C 5M8 

New Location: 655 Holt Street Kamloops BC V2B 5G2 Website  http://blscs.org 
Executive Director: Gord Stewart Phone (250) 554 2572 or (250) 554 BLSC  E-Mail: gord@blscs.org 

Assistant Operator: Susan Hammond Phone (250) 554 2572 or (250) 554 BLSC E-Mail: susan@blscs.org 
Newsletter Editor:  Dr. Gordon R. Gore (NEW!)  F-411, 3255 Overlander Drive, Kamloops BC V2B 0A5   

Home phone  778 472 2014               E-Mail: gordongore0@gmail.com 
 

This Newsletter is received by more than 1,200 readers. 
Back issues of BIGScience can be viewed at http://www.blscs.org/Downloads/Newsletters/ 

 

The BIG Little Science Centre is open to the public at these times: 
Tuesday to Saturday 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM 

CLOSED SUNDAYS and HOLIDAYS 
Phone: 250 554 2572   E-mail Gord@blscs.org  or  Susan@blscs.org 

 

A family membership is $60.00/year. An individual membership is $45.00/year. A family membership consists 
of five directly related people. (This includes any combination of grandparents, parents and children).!Individual 
day rates are:  

Adults $6     Seniors $4      Youth $3        Family $15. 
Adults – ages 16 to 59          Seniors – ages  60+         Youth – ages 6 to 15 
Visit our website blscs.org for more details on the benefits of membership. 

 
 

Upcoming Activities at BIG Little Science Centre September and October, 2013 
 

Our NEW LOCATION is at 655 Holt Street, in the former Twin Rivers / Happyvale School. 
 

 
Saturday Shows and Activities for September and October 

 
Saturday, September 21:  Chemical Reaction Activities at 11am and at 1:30pm 
 
Saturday, September 28:  Light and Colour Show at 11am and at 1:30pm 
 
Saturday, October 5:  Air Pressure Show at 11am and at 1:30pm 
 
Saturday, October 12:  Colour Mixing Activities at 11am and at 1:30pm 
 
Saturday, October 19:  Fun with Bubbles at 11am and at 1:30pm 
 
Saturday, October 26:  Dinosaur Discovery Day; activities all day with a Dinosaur Talk at 1:30pm 
 
Saturday, November 2:  Exploring Electricity Activities at 11am and at 1:30pm 
 
 

Contact Susan Hammond, Assistant Operator for more information: <susan@blscs.org> 
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Thank You 

 

 
 

Thank you to the British Columbia Science Teachers' Association for a generous donation of $500. We 
sincerely appreciate the continuing support of the BCScTA for the BIG Little Science Centre. 
 
 
 

Michael Newnham & Rick Pardo

Science Inquiry

Henry Grube Centre
September 27th 2013

Supported by a 
Creativity and Innovation grant 
 

for more information contact 
Judy Dunn (jdunn@sd73.bc.ca)
or Carol Rees (crees@tru.ca)

Steps to Inquiry workshop
The Steps to Inquiry posters provide a 
framework for teachers to explicitly teach 
students how to design scientific 
investigations

 
 

Volunteers Needed 
 

The BIG Little Science Centre is always seeking volunteers to assist 
us. If you have an interest in science or technology, and are available 
Tuesdays to Saturdays for a few hours at a time, contact Gord or 
Susan at 250 554 2572 for more information. 
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Former BIG Little Science Centre Volunteer Makes a Career of Mathematics 
 

Ross Churchley  WSS Graduate 2006 
 

   
Left: Ross with Digby the Cat   Right: Ross in convocation garb                Photos contributed 

 
Ross Churchley is one of four Westsyde Secondary graduates who have found a career in mathematics. The first was 
Dr. Luis Goddyn (1979 graduate), who is a mathematics professor at Simon Fraser University. The second was Dr. 
Richard Brewster (1982 graduate), who is a mathematics professor at Thompson Rivers University. Ross and Jon Noel 
both graduated from WSS in 2006. Both are working on their PhD's in mathematics. Ross is at SFU and Jon is at Oxford 
University.  
 
Ross Churchley 
Ross graduated from Westsyde Secondary in 2006. After spending two years at Thompson Rivers University, he 
transferred to the University of Victoria to finish his BSc (honours) in 2010 and his MSc in 2012. He now lives in 
Vancouver with his fiancée Leah Pile (a fellow Westsyde grad) and their cat Digby. Ross is working on his PhD in graph 
theory at Simon Fraser University. 
 "The most accessible part of my research has to do with graph colouring. How can we divide a bunch of things 
into groups if some pairs can't be in the same group together? For example, imagine trying to colour a map: If two 
countries are right next together, they can't both be given the same colour. Colouring problems also crop up when schools 
schedule classes and exams—you can't schedule two classes at the same time if one person is taking both—and when 
computer scientists write compilers. 
 "My research studies variants on the notorious Hadwiger conjecture. When it is impossible to divide your things 
into a small number of groups, we believe you should be able to find a specific mathematical structure: a 'clique minor' of 
a certain size. This conjecture generalizes the Four-Colour Theorem, which says that any map you can draw on a piece of 
paper can be coloured with only four colours." 
 Ross recently spent a month in Slovenia at the University of Ljubljana. He has received many scholarships over 
the years, starting with Westsyde's Bo Gillis Award in 2006 and recently including two Alexander Graham Bell 
Canada Graduate Scholarships. "I got a CGS for my master's degree and now another for my doctorate. They're pretty 
significant awards—I can't say I'm a starving student anymore!"  
 Although his main focus is his research, Ross has a lot of hobbies with which to fill his spare time. He has 
"dabbled" in programming and web design since high school, which he credits with teaching him some "surprisingly 
relevant skills". He runs a website about smart celebrities, creative academics, and the six degrees of separation: 
"Somehow I've become an expert on connecting multitalented people to Paul Erd!s, Kevin Bacon, and Black Sabbath. 
Now I can't listen to Queen without thinking about their guitarist's astrophysics PhD."  
 Ross played taiko drums for two years in Kamloops, played cricket in Victoria, and has recently taken up 
breadmaking. His websites are rosschurchley.com and erdosbaconsabbath.com 
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Ross' Teaching 
 
"A big part of a mathematician's job is to share your discoveries—and your enthusiasm for your subject— with the world. 
I started sharing at the BIG Little Science Centre; I'm pretty sure I volunteered at every BLSC open house from its 
opening in 2000 until my graduation in 2006. That led me to spend three summers working at EUReKA!, where I got to 
show entire classrooms of kids how awesome science is (and teach them to count in binary). I've had almost as much fun 
teaching university students: they're more cynical and definitely a tougher sell, but that just makes it more rewarding to 
see them catch a glimpse of the beauty of math." 
 
How Did Ross Become Interested in Mathematics as a Career? 
 

       
 

Left to Right: Ross experimenting with magnetism while in Grade 5 during one of Gordon Gore's mentoring sessions arranged by 
teacher Judi Gelowitz; Ross helping out at a BIG Little Science Centre Open House in October 2004; Ross pointing at a Quebec 
waterfall during a high school exchange trip with Teresa O'Brien and Darryl Chow; Ross playing taiko. 

 
The story of how I got into math is a bit long and roundabout. I started out convinced that I'd have a career as a physicist. I actually 
credit Gordon Gore for turning a general interest in science into a passion for physics in particular when we played with static 
electricity in Grade 5. A series of great science teachers—Steve Bloom at DT and Eric Schweizer at WSS stand out—encouraged and 
inspired me to learn all I could from library books about theoretical physics. Then, in Grade 11, my Physics 12 teacher (Len Potter) 
suggested I apply to the Perimeter Institute's International Summer School for Young Physicists in Waterloo. I did, I was accepted, 
and I had the time of my life with some really amazing people. 
 Ironically, it was physics camp that first showed me what math could be. Frederic Schuller gave a preliminary lecture on 
inner product spaces in the first week that blew my mind, and mentored my group in a project about differential geometry that 
stretched my abilities beyond recognition. (Given I only saw him for ten days, he probably has the record for the most influence on my 
life per unit time.) I came back from Waterloo with a double major in mind for university; this math stuff was really worth looking 
into. I recall spending more time chatting with Ross Presta in my last term at WSS (although I never actually took a class with him). 
 It was the TRU math department that finally won me over totally. My first courses on discrete math and linear algebra 
pushed me further towards math. (Rick Brewster unwittingly gave me the first push: one day during lunch at EUReKA! he saw me 
and exhorted me to sign up for discrete math, a class I had originally overlooked). I took more and more math courses until I was all-
in. Jim Totten's Problems of the Week (which occupied more of my attention than my non-math courses did) and Robb Fry's 
incredibly entertaining Linear Algebra II class convinced me that I was making the right decision. Sadly, Jim and Robb have since 
passed away. 
 After I moved to Victoria, my career path was much more straightforward. I took some even more exciting math courses, did 
two undergraduate research terms with Jing Huang, stayed on to do my master's, and have now started on my PhD. 
 
Advice: "There are tons of great opportunities out there for passionate people with a good head on their 
shoulders. Take them! I would have never expected that I'd be able to take an all-expenses-paid trip to Ontario 
just because I loved physics—but I did, and in the bargain I also made new friends, had some incredible 
experiences, and got a whole new direction in life. I would have never guessed that I could get a summer job 
doing math research all day, but NSERC's USRA program helped me pay my way through undergrad while 
having a lot more fun (and way better hours!) than doing customer service. And those are just a couple of the 
opportunities I found. Don't wait for them to fall on your lap—seek them out, apply for them." 
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One Saturday at the BIG Little Science Centre 
Photos by Gordon Gore 

 

Birthday Party for Nicklaus Ford 
 

       
Birthday boy Nicklaus Ford (7) and his older brother Griffin (11). 

   
Nicklaus' buddies had a great time in the hands-on room. 
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Keen Visitors from Penticton 
Hunter Penfold with Grandparents Rod and Linda  

 

   
 
Hunter was really captivated by Gord Stewart's Magnetism show. Left: Hunter manages to separate the two 
halves of a powerful electromagnet. (He soon realized that Gord Stewart had hit the off switch on the power 
source.) Right: Hunter with grandparents Rod and Linda. 
 

   
 
Left: The levitating disk is unaffected by the intrusion by Hunter's hand.   
Right: The magnetic rocket launcher always amazes kids. 
 
Nine-year-old Hunter Penfold, visiting from Penticton, had a wonderful visit with his grandparents. He was 
fortunate to catch the Magnetism show, and he spent a long time in the hands-on room. The Magnetism show is 
just one of several shows available at the BIG Little Science Centre, but it is one of the most popular ones. On 
weekends, visiting groups are often small enough that the demonstrator can spend more time with individuals 
and their families.  
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Repeat Visitors from Edmonton, Alberta 
Magnet "Magic" with Gord Stewart 

 

 
 
Gord Stewart explains how a block made of neodymium appears to have 'antigravity' powers. When gently dropped from 
a height of about 5 cm, the block falls slowly toward a copper block. The Koehn family from Edmonton and locals Doug 
and Linda Gleddie spent many enjoyable hours at the Centre on Saturday. It was their second visit to the Centre. 
 

 
 

Jameson was permitted to try the experiment himself. 
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Some pennies are magnetic! 

     
                    Elise                     Daniel, the 'tacks collector'              Nicole  
 

 
 

The magnetically levitated disk 
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How Things Work at the BIG Little Science Centre 
Gordon R. Gore 

The Magnetic Rocket Launcher 
 

     
 

Students see a coil with an iron rod in its centre. When you hit the switch, the 'rocket' is launched upward and must be 
caught by you. (If this demonstration is done in a gymnasium, the shorter cylinder can be used. It will reach an altitude 
much higher than the ceiling of a standard classroom.)  
 This 'launcher' consists of a coil with over 500 turns. It is connected to an alternating current source. When the 
spring-loaded switch is momentarily closed, a very high alternating current exists in the coil. This changing current 
produces a changing magnetic field in and around the coil, and the iron rod in the middle of the coil is affected as well. (It 
strengthens the magnetic field in the core of the coil.) The 'rocket' is an aluminium cylinder that fits loosely around the 
iron core. Aluminium is not 'magnetic' in the usual sense, but the changing magnetic field inside the coil and inside the 
iron core induces an electric current in the aluminium cylinder. This induced current in turn induces a magnetic field in 
the aluminium cylinder. The magnetic field in the cylinder is such that it opposes the magnetic field that created it. 
Therefore, the aluminium cylinder is repelled out of the coil. We have a magnetic launcher!  
Note! The spring-loaded switch is critical. The current in the coil is very high, and if the switch remained closed for any 
length of time, you would activate a circuit breaker. 
 

The 'Antigravity' Block 
 

   
 

A large rectangular block is dropped from a height of about 5 cm onto a thick copper surface. The block seems to 'glide' to 
a stop as if it was gravity-resistant. How can this happen? 

The block is actually a very strong rare earth magnet, containing neodymium and other metals.  
The copper disk is not magnetic in the usual sense. When the neodymium magnet is dropped, the copper disk 

'sees' a changing magnetic field. A changing magnetic field induces an electric current in the copper disk. (Copper is an 
excellent conductor with lots of 'free electrons'.) 

The electric current induced in the copper in turn creates a magnetic field around its moving electrons. This 
induced magnetic field opposes the magnetic field around the falling neodymium magnet, slowing the fall of the magnet. 
The gravitational pull on the falling magnet is opposed by a repelling magnetic force.  

As soon as the magnet stops moving, the induced current ceases and the induced magnetic field no longer exists. 
But just try to slide the magnet across the copper disk!  Again the moving magnet causes a changing magnetic field, and 
again a current is induced in the copper disk, with a magnetic field that opposes the field of the neodymium magnet.  

This idea is used in magnetic damping (as in some chemical balances). 
  


